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Trump, GOP shift gears to taxes
Need for a legislative win
may force president to scale
back earlier grand plans

haul of the tax code in three decades.
Trump’s inability to make good
on his promise to repeal the Affordable Care Act has made the daunting
challenge of tax reform even more
difficult. Not only has Trump’s aura
of political invincibility been shattered, but without killing the Affordable Care Act, Republicans will be
unable to rewrite the tax code in the
sweeping fashion that the president
has called for.
The grand plans of lower rates,
fewer loopholes and a tax on imports
may have to be scaled back to a big

By ALAN RAPPEPORT
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Picking themselves up after the bruising collapse
of their health care plan, President
Donald Trump and Republicans in
Congress will start this week on a
legislative obstacle course that will
be even more arduous: the first over-

corporate tax cut and possibly an individual tax cut.
A lot of people think Trump might
go for this to get an easy win.
“They have to have a victory
here,” said Stephen Moore, a Heritage Foundation economist who advised Trump during the presidential
campaign. “But it is going to have to
be a bit less ambitious rather than
going for the big bang.”
Because of the arcane rules of
lawmaking in Congress, there may
be little choice. If Republicans intend to act again without the help

of Democrats, they will need to use
a procedure called budget reconciliation to have the Senate pass tax legislation with a simple majority. To
make their changes to the tax code
permanent, their plans cannot add
to deficits over a period of 10 years.
Eliminating the $1 trillion of Affordable Care Act taxes and the federal spending associated with that
law would have made this easier. Because they failed, Republicans will
struggle to reach their goal of cutting
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Plan seeks more homes
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A police officer detains an
anti-corruption protester in
downtown Moscow on Sunday.

Biggest
Russia
protests
in years

Hundreds arrested along
with opposition leader
as rallies sweep nation
By ANDREW HIGGINS
NEW YORK TIMES

MOSCOW — The Russian police arrested hundreds of people
in nationwide anti-corruption
protests on Sunday, including
the opposition leader Alexei Navalny in Moscow, where thousands gathered for the biggest
demonstration in five years
against President Vladimir Putin.
The protest in the capital took
the form of a synchronized walk
along a major shopping street
to avoid a ban on unsanctioned
stationary gatherings. It was
one of 99 similar rallies in cities
and towns across the country
— from Vladivostok in the far
east to Kaliningrad in the west
— according to the organizer,
Navalny’s anti-corruption foundation.
All but 17 of these, the foundation said, had been declared
illegal by the authorities.
In Moscow, some protesters
tried to block security vans
with cars, and the authorities
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A BLANK SLATE: The Southeast Greenway area, just off of Yulupa Avenue looking east toward Trione-Annadel State Park, is under consideration for development with
updated plans that include urban gardens, mixed-use space and more housing than originally envisioned.

Housing crisis reflected in proposal for higher density of development
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

subtle struggle is underway in
southeast Santa Rosa between providing housing and preserving open
space, and the pressure to provide housing
appears to have the upper hand.
The latest design for a 57-acre greenway running on Caltrans right-of-way
from Farmers Lane to Spring Lake calls
for about 190 units of housing, most of
it apartments clustered at the western
end of what’s being called the Southeast
Greenway.
That’s a 26 percent increase over the
most intensely developed of the three
options presented to city leaders late

last year. It’s also 153 percent more units
than the minimalist design favored by the
group that’s been advocating for a greenway for eight years.
The revisions, made publicly available
last week, followed months of public input
and direction from members of the City
Council and Planning Commission in November, many of whom stressed that the
plan should reflect the city’s top priority,
which is housing, and ensure the project
can pay for itself, which more development would theoretically allow.
So Tuesday’s follow-up joint meeting of
those two city bodies should prove a telling study in where city leaders are leaning
when it comes to developing the ribbon of
vacant land once eyed for the extension of

Highway 12 over Spring Lake.
Will they embrace the new higher-density plan as presented, scale back development out of deference to neighbors hoping
for the lightest footprint possible, or set
aside even more land for housing near Yulupa Avenue and Summerfield Avenues?
“This alternative does most of the
things the council and the commission
said were important, and reflects significant community input,” city planner Erin
Morris said.
The latest plan, called the preferred
alternative, seeks to boost the number of
housing units by intensifying development
along the western edge of the property,
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Obama keeps a low profile out of office
Friends describe ex-president
as relaxed, informal and
enjoying a busy private life
By KRISSAH THOMPSON
AND JULIET EILPERIN
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The first cocktail party at Barack Obama’s new
office last month was certainly more
casual than any he had hosted in recent years. The wine bore a random
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assortment of labels, as if assembled
potluck-style. The self-serve appetizers were set out in the narrow hallway. The host, tieless, eschewed formal remarks, as a few dozen of his old
administration officials — Joe Biden
and former chief of staff Denis McDonough, as well as more junior ones
— mingled in a minimalist wood-paneled suite that could be mistaken for a
boutique law firm.
“It was a bit of a shock to the system,” said Peter Velz, who used to
work in the White House communica-
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tions office. “You’re bumping up right
against the vice president as he’s getting cheese from the cheese plate.”
So far, Obama is trying to approach
his post-presidency in the same way
as his cocktail-hosting duties — keeping things low-key, despite clamoring
from Democrats for him to do more.
“He is enjoying a lower profile
where he can relax, reflect and enjoy
his family and friends,” said his former senior adviser Valerie Jarrett.
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Former President Barack Obama, left, and former first
lady Michelle Obama leave the National Gallery of
Art in Washington on March 15.
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